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Xylella & the plant trade
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Spence, Hill, & Morris. 2020. Plants, People, Planet. 2:5–13
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Stakeholder mapping
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Retailers

Non-specialist retailers
Supermarkets
Hardware/DIY stores
Garden centres
Online sellers
Wholesalers

Consumers

General public
Local Authorities, National Parks Authorities, Forestry 
Commission
Environmental & conservation trusts/charities/groups
Parks & Gardens open to the public
Large private landowners (estates, farms, woodland 
owners)
Facilities management businesses
Transport infrastructure agencies
Landscape contracting/management business

Suppliers

Growers
Soil, bark, compost suppliers
Seed suppliers

Advice & Influence

Advisory & consultancy services
Tree Officers
Membership networks
Members & shareholders
Landscape architects/garden designers
Education & training providers
Scientific researchers

Policy & Regulation

Government departments
Non-departmental public bodies

Transport & Storage

Borders & Customs authorities
Importers & exporters
Haulage & shipping

Site Vectors

Third-party planters
Machine hire companies
Recreationists (hikers, mountain bikers)
Foresters, arboriculture workers etc.

Monitoring & Detection

Plant health inspectors
Citizen science
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Sten Porse via WikiMedia Commons

Methods
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Interviews Questionnaire

Who Growers, nurseries, 
wholesalers, 
garden centres, landscape 
professionals, consultants

Sweet cherry, lavender

Employees 1 to 250+

Growers, nurseries, 
wholesalers, 
garden centres

Sweet cherry, lavender

Employees 1 to 250+

When 2019/20 2021

Where England, Northern Ireland, 
Scotland, Wales

East & West Sussex (South 
England)

Sample 44 100
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Why do you use that supplier?

The importance of trust
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[it’s] important to have a relationship with your supplier 

and to trust them, that would be the crucial thing for me

landscape contractor
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Three aims
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1. characterise the types of trust present in the UK plant trade

2. identify ways in which these types of trust mediate both positive and negative 
biosecurity behaviours

3. discuss how detection and management interventions affect and are affected 
by type of trust
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The risk-based view of trust
• Two categories

1. Competence trust
• ability to perform

• ability to supply plants required

2. Goodwill trust
• intention to perform

• intention to do their best in supplying plants
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Das and Teng. 2001. Organization Studies 22(2):251.
Das and Teng. 2004. Journal of Business and Psychology 19(1):85–116.
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Can you describe what makes a supplier ‘trustworthy’?
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Competence trust:
ability to perform

Goodwill trust:
intention to perform

Willingness to 
help

Open, honest
Shared 

responsibility

Being on your side

Good and fair 
returns policy

Clear 
uncomplicated 

answer

Supply what you 
need

Good range of 
good quality stock

In depth plant 
knowledge

Clear guidance for 
staff on how to 
handle plants
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What makes a 
supplier 

‘trustworthy’?
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Three aims
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1. characterise the types of trust present in the UK plant trade

2. identify ways in which these types of trust mediate both positive and negative 
biosecurity behaviours

3. discuss how detection and management interventions affect and are affected 
by type of trust
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selecting suppliers of healthy plants

customer reduces checking of plants

plants look good – but not aware of 
supplier practices ‘behind the 
scenes’

Relying on Competence

I would have liked to go to nurseries 
and see the plants for myself […], but 
you just put in the order by email or 

phone or whatever and they will bring 
the plants to the site

the nurseries we would expect to be 
pulling out anything that’s showing 

any signs from a disease point of view 
before it even gets sent out to us 

Reduce spread 
symptomatic plants

Weakens biosecurity 
upstream –
asymptomatic plants

Reduce monitoring

Behaviour - example Behaviour - general Impact on Xf risk
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customer checks & reports to get a refund

supplier willing to act on feedback

supplier compensates for risky plants no 
questions asked

Relying on Goodwill

I sent them an email and within 
24 hours, they had a credit note 

back to me and I just dumped 
those [plants], it was no problem

one company who [repeatedly sent 
poor quality plants] were very 

apologetic and it's turned round 
completely now, there's no issues.

Behaviour - example Behaviour - general

Increase detection of 
symptomatic plants

Decrease response

Strengthens biosecurity 
upstream – all plants

Impact on Xf risk
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Three aims
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1. characterise the types of trust present in the UK plant trade

2. identify ways in which these types of trust mediate both positive and negative 
biosecurity behaviours

3. discuss how detection and management interventions affect and are affected 
by type of trust
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Detection & management actions
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Address 
GOODWILL
RISKS

Process Control
• What questions to ask
• Accreditation
• Certification

Knowing supplier processes

if all else fails…

Social Control
• Common values and culture
• Cooperation, education, communication

Develop shared understanding

Address 
COMPETENCE 
RISKS

Output control

Monitoring outputs
• Checking plants on arrival
• Informing supplier of issues
• Creating record to flag patterns

Interventions
(individual, business, sector, policy)
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Conclusions
• Movement of plants based on sourcing decisions

• Sourcing decisions based on a MIX of TRUST TYPES

– Quality control (competence)

– Close working relationships (goodwill)

• Identifying the mix allows appropriate risk-based biosecurity 
interventions

• Tailor interventions across:

– sourcing behaviour (on site / procurement)

– institutional scale (individual, business, sector, policy)
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